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What is causing the Purpose 

Economy?



Sense of Urgency



It’s the Economy stupid!



The Purpose Economy Imperative

We need to rethink economics

We need system change

We need a life-sustaining paradigm

We need a new normal 



What is economics?



• A social science, which revolves around the relationships 
between individuals and societies

• Household management

• Organizational principles

• Allocation rules

• The study of the efficiency

• Understanding/defining human behavior based upon scarcity, 
supply and demand, costs and benefits, and incentives

• Material relationships with each other and with the rest of the 
living world

• Humanity’s Metabolism 



What is the definition of Purpose 
Economics?
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Meta Economics

“Economics is a ‘derived’ science which accept instructions from ... meta-economics. As the 

instructions are changed, so changes the content of economics.” (Schumacher, E.F. 1973) 



Holistical



Design Economics 



Prosocial

Prosocial is designed to increase the strength of the selection 

forces for cooperative behaviors, and decrease the selection 

forces for more self-interested behaviors. In effect, the 

principles of Prosocial create the conditions for a group to 

start behaving more like a single organism, than a collection 
of individuals.



Post Economics



Transcendental



.

Deep ecology is an environmental philosophy which 

promotes the inherent worth of all living beings regardless 

of their instrumental utility to human needs, plus the 

restructuring of modern human societies in accordance 

with such ideas.

Deep Economics



Intrinsical



Purpose Economy 

Holistical meta 
Transcendental post
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Prosocial design

Existential Aligned



Existential 



Existential - It



Existential - It



Existential - I 

The meaning of life, or the answer to the question: "What is the 

meaning of life?", pertains to the significance of living or existence in 

general. Many other related questions include: "Why are we here?", 
"What is life all about?", or "What is the purpose of existence?"



Existential - I

The Homo Florens focuses on relational anthropology 

for contemporary economics. In economics, it is still 

common to suppose that people are rational beings 

with not much interest in the common good. This 

imaginary person in academic circles is known 

as homo economicus. While people certainly 

behave as such sometimes, many studies over the 

years have shown that there is much more to human 

nature and behavior.

People are able to trust and, accordingly, are 

potentially able to search for meaning (“to have 

faith”), to long for the future (“to hope”), and to 

relate meaningfully to others (“to love”). Once 

properly developed, these qualities enable people 

to make decisions that serve the common good. If 

so, it is more accurate to typify the human being as a 

flourishing person – Homo Florens.



Existential is Intrapersonal & Interpersonal 

processingmanifesting Intrapersonal Interpersonal Interpersonal 



Existential is Being & Doing Entanglement

beingdoing



A Sense of Purpose = A Sense of Life
Life on Earth functions as a single organism that defines and maintains environmental conditions necessary 

for its survival



A Sense of Purpose = Recognizing You 
are a Part of a Living System



Interbeing

“To be” is always to “inter-be.” If we combine the prefix “inter” with the verb “to be,” we have a new 

verb, “inter-be.” To inter-be and the action of interbeing reflects reality more accurately. We inter-

are with one another and with all life

We do not exist independently. Everything relies on everything else in the cosmos in order to 

manifest

When we perceive interbeing, we see that not only is

everything interconnected; we see that all is one and

one is all. 

The meaning of interbeing recognizes the dependence

of any one person or thing as to all other people and objects. 

It means to inter-dependently co-exist 

I am, therefore you are. You are, therefore I am. That 

is the meaning of the word "interbeing." We inter-are.



Interliving
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Existential is Experiencing Life & Serving Life 

experiencing life
as the greatest good

Serving life
as the greatest goal

InterbeingInterliving



A Sense of Meaning = A Sense of 
Serving Coexistence



A Sense of Meaning = A Sense of Playing a 

Constructive Role in the Living System    

I = allI    All

Acknowledging ConnectednessActing Constructive 



The Purpose Economy Process

processingmanifesting

purpose
Existential
It -> I

meaning
Existential
I -> It



The Purpose
Economy Process = Reciprocity



Aligned  



Economic Ecology
Applied ecology



Align = Ecology First



Align = Ecological Civilization 



Align =
Ecomimicry



Align = Sufficiency



Align Economics with Living System Principles



Transformational
economics

Aligned
economics

existence
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Aligned Economics

Doughnut economics

Economy for the common good

wellbeing economics

buddhist economics

Regenerative economics

Sacred economics

commons
DEGrowth

Post-growth

Steady-state

Beyond GDP Ecological civilization

Ecology first!

System valueReturn on interbeing

Thresholds & allocations

Context based

true Markets
Price
costs

local economics

bioregionalism
sufficiency

alignment

Living system principles

Post-
capitalism

Indigenous economics
impact

Debunking
debiasing

Life centric

De-economization
De-commodification

rightsholdership

thriveability
sevareciprocity

Fair

Gross positive

Homo
florens

altruism
prosocial

gift
economics

Gross
National wellbeing
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Peer
governance
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Foundational



Regenerative



Symbiotic



System Value



Thriveability



Beyond GDP



Bioregional



Intergenerational



Post-Anthropocene



Post-Capitalism



Post-Growth



Post-Liberal



Rightsholdership



True



Context Based



The Purpose Economy Ideal

To design an economy…

That starts with the interconnected reality of things

That generates systemic-constructive outcomes 

That treats life on earth as a common good

That enhances the quality of all life

That measures what matters

That stimulates prudent human behavior

That focuses on thriving

That pursuits the health of a nation…  



Holistical meta 
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Purpose economy



The Purpose Economy Definition

An economy of Purpose 

An economy in service of life

An economy that is derived from ecology

An economy based upon natural laws & ecological principles


